In this Privacy Notice, Intel Corporation and its affiliates ("Intel") provide specific information on Intel’s processing of personal data pertaining to its response to COVID-19 and other health risks to employees, contingent workers, candidates, visitors, individual representatives of business partners and others ("You") to supplement Intel’s existing privacy notices available [here](#) or on request.

1. **Health and Safety Comes First.** If you feel sick or you are concerned that you may have become exposed to COVID-19 or another contagious illness, please see a doctor and stay away from other people and Intel premises. To protect yourself and others, until the COVID-19 outbreak is contained, work remotely from home where possible and avoid non-essential travel, in-person meetings and public events.

2. **Compliance with Requirements.** Before any travels, meetings, customer visits or access to Intel offices, inform yourself about applicable requirements concerning vaccination, testing, quarantine, social distancing and mask-wearing at your planned destination and for re-entry to the jurisdiction where you work; consult public health announcements by local governments or contact [Global.Occupational.Health.COVID19@intel.com](mailto:Global.Occupational.Health.COVID19@intel.com) if you have any questions. For the avoidance of doubt, you are responsible for knowing COVID 19-related requirements, given requirements change frequently and jurisdictions have different requirements.

3. **Categories of Personal Information.** Intel collects relevant information pertaining to COVID-19 and other health risks at [Global.Occupational.Health.COVID19@intel.com](mailto:Global.Occupational.Health.COVID19@intel.com), AskHR and other sites that it may designate. This information includes, but is not limited to, names, job titles, and locations and information on COVID-19 exposure, infections, symptoms, treatment and vaccination ("Health Information").

4. **Purposes.** Intel uses Health Information to: warn and help persons who may have become exposed or infected; conduct contact tracing; reduce contagion risks; make decisions about closing offices, approve travel, or cancel events; make decisions on access to premises, meetings and travel; issue policies on testing, mask-wearing, and social distancing protocols; generally protect health and safety; make employment related
decisions where local law requires vaccination or accommodation or allowable exception; and other related purposes.

5. **Recipients of Information.** In aggregate, non-identifiable form, Intel shares Health Information widely. In identifiable form, Intel shares Health Information only on a "need to know" basis with managers and other limited Intel employees, healthcare providers, government officials and persons who may have become exposed and need to be warned.

6. **Retention.** Intel will delete Health Information when it is no longer needed for the purposes.

7. **Contact us.** If you want to report relevant COVID-19 information, contact Global.Occupational.Health.COVID19@intel.com. If you have any questions about this COVID-19 Privacy Notice, please contact the Privacy Office at Privacy.Feedback@Intel.com.

8. **Data Subjects in the European Economic Area, UK, Switzerland.** The Intel entity that employs you is the controller of the Health Information and Intel Corporation supports your employer as a processor. Intel relies on legitimate interests according to Art. 6(1)(f) and 9(2)(b), (h) GDPR for the collection and processing of personal data contained in Health Information. You can launch objections by contacting the Privacy Office at Privacy.Feedback@Intel.com.